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Knock, Knock, Knockinu0026#39; is an unpredictable crime drama/noir/satire taking place in New York City in the very
near future. Max Jensen is an ex-junkie, once working for the mob. After events unfold, Max hides out for three years
where a drug addiction overcomes him. After three years, when itu0026#39;s safe to come out, he checks himself into
rehab where he meets his future wife, Nancy. Maxu0026#39;s life was once filled with despair, but Nancy shows him
life is worth living. Now working for the NYPD, Max learns the horrors of the city, now corrupted by a new street drug.
After tradgedy strikes, Max finds himself wanted by the NYPD, and caught up in a mystery dating back to his mob
days. A mystery not even Max knows how to solve, in a story that twists and turns until the very end. The title
referencing the famous song by Bob Dylan, Knock, Knock, Knockinu0026#39; is much more than your average mob
tale.
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